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ABSTRACT 

“To subvert is not the aim of literature, its value lies in discovering and revealing what is rarely known,                     

little known, thought to be known, but in fact not very well known of the truth of the human world [1]. It would seem that 

truth is the unassailable and most basic quality of literature.” 

The words of Gao Xingjian that the literature is to find out the things which are actually important for the society, 

but also to be present in a form where it should be useful regarding society [2]. Girish Karnad Works truly exemplified 

these words of Gao. Karnad’s plays in which he has taken the thought from ancient myth and history, but his aim to 

present the beauty as well as the ills of Indian society [3]. This paper is a study about the different aspect through which 

Karnad has used to present and compare the scenario of human and as a human being his part and duty in society[4]. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Girish Karnad has no need to specific recognition, because he has his own very prestigious place in the Indian 

English drama[5]. Karnad is a literary figure who is not known due to his name as a regional dramatist, but also a very 

inspiring dramatist and lots of other qualities, he is a great writer, thinker, dramatist and actor. Karnad’s name is also 

decorated with many prestigious awards [6].  

Literature is itself a part of society. Karnad’s plays are the true form of representation of Indian society.                   

Karnad has vast knowledge regarding Indian ancient scripture and history [7]. From his childhood, he was a very minute 

observer of everything through which he surrounded it and then while in maturing sense, he put all of his experience into a 

form of drama[8]. Indian society, especially ancient Indian society has the wisdom, rituals and depth, but due to some 

reasons the things may convert into some ill for society. Karnad’s aim to show the past and connect those things with the 

present scenario and if it has something wrong to change them [9]. Time has changed most of the things, but certain 

problems remain as it is. Karnad’s aim to put attention, through his plays to those problems and remove them from society 

[10]. 

Karnad is actually a social reformer through most of his plays. Karnad put attention towards the social problems, 

caste/class system, gender discrimination, patriarchal family system, situation of women, not only Karnad talks about those 

basic problems of Indian society but also the belief, superstition. Most of his plays Yayati and The Fire and the Rain are 
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mythical stories from the Mahabharata [11]. Naga-Mandala based on a folk tale, Hayavadana from 11th century Indian folk 

story and Thomas Mann’s The Transposed Heads. Tughlaq based on 15th century King Muhammd-bin-Tughlaq.                      

The Dreams of Tipu Sultan is about a fearless, great moral and a patriot King of Mysore [12]. Tale-Danda is a Bhakti 

movement in southern part of Karnataka in 12th century. So all of his plays are concerning with some social issues [13]. 

The technique which he has used is a plot and character, most importantly stage through which it can connect direct 

towards the audience. His aim is to realize the reader and audience that it is time to accept and change the flaws we have 

[14].  

Yayati is a mythical play. Karnad has taken this myth from the Mahabharata, the plot and character of the play 

present absurdity of human life with all its elemental passion and escapism from responsibilities and self-sacrifice,                    

dreams and desires, identity crisis and situation of women in patriarchal society. This play also having deep insight about 

ancient Hindu cast system[15]. How Yayati was married to Devyani, daughter of Sukracharaya a bramhin, and he had an 

illicit relation with Sharamistha, a daughter of Asura. When Sukracharya knows about this he gave a curse to Yayati to 

become old[16]. Yayati exchanges his old age with Puru his son. Puru’s wife Chitralekha she was a true victim of society 

where nobody is concerned with the will of a woman [17].  

Hayavadana is a play by ancient Indian myth from Vetalpanchavimsati and Somadeva’s Kathasaritsagara. 

Thomas Mann’s The Transposed Heads is also inspiring him to recognize the superiority of human head over body. 

Hayavadana, the things which are too discussed in this play are to search man’s eternal quest for completeness,                          

on self-realization, love and sex. Padmini belongs to the woman of society where women have no choice to do express her 

desire. Karnad uses folklore and tools of folk theatre like mask, female choras, commentator and dolls in Hayavadana to 

present problems of women in the family and society [18]. 

In Naga-Mandala a man has allowed to leave his wife locked into home and spend his time with a concubine,                     

and a female is never supposed to be chosen her own choice. Even she is not allowed to ask a question from her own 

husband [19]. Rani with the help of Kappana uses some aphoristic roots to make a form of paste put into a curry and gives 

it to Appanna so that he will start making love to her. But unfortunately she pours it into an ant hill then Naga comes in a 

form of Appanna at night. When Rani becomes pregnant then the question of her chastity has come. Why a woman is 

always a victim of any conduct she did nothing wrong she had a relation with a person who disguise her in a form her 

husband. Like in the Ramayana Sita has to prove her chastity by agni-pariksha (an ordeal of fire) by which she proves her 

purity before accepting by Rama [20]. 

The Fire and the Rain is based on the story of the Mahabharata in which theme of alienation, love,                      

family, loneliness and hatred are found. Though the different kind of characters which shows completely all the forms of 

Indian society. Girish Karnad used various myths like Yavakri, The Yajan (Fire Sacrifice), Indra, Vritra to focus on                   

man-woman relationship, woman’s condition in male-dominated society and to present contemporary problems related to 

the women in the society [21]. 

Bali- the Sacrifice is about the conflict between a Jain queen and her husband a Hindu King. Queen is a Jain and 

she marries a Hindu King who has accepted Jainisim. One day the Queen enchanted by the beautiful voice of a low cast 

ugly, Mahauat, the Elephent-keeper, mates with him. When King and the Queen-mother know about this, the punishment 

which is to be decided into a form of Sacrifice. Though she is a Jain, so the punishment was in a form of mock sacrifice,               
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a dough-cock is decided to be sacrificed, which suddenly comes alive. The sacrifice of the dough cock turns into the 

sacrifice of the Queen herself and she dies[22]. Thus, the woman in the Indian society, whether she belongs to the high or 

low class/caste is always looked down upon by virtue of being a woman and ill-treated by the society. Karnad has raised 

the question through this that why women, whether a Queen or a simple one, women are always relegated to the 

background forming a marginalized group in the patriarchal order[23]. 

Tughlaq is a story of fourteenth century empire Muhammad Bin-Tughlaq who was known for some of his great 

mistakes, but simultaneously he was a great thinker too. Through the character of Tughlaq, Karnad tried to show an 

arrogant human nature despite having a great sense [24].  

Tipu Sultan was not only a great warrior, but a great social reformer. He was a dreamer too. Karnad through 

Tipu’s secret dream wants to show how great thinker and a great patriot he was[25]. 

Tale-Danda is basically a play about the socio-religious condition of Southern India in twelfth century A.D. 

during Bhakti movement. Eight hundred years ago in the city of Kalyan. The plot of Tale-Danda has two stories one is 

Sovideva’s intrigue to make differences between Bijjala, his father and Basavanna. The main thing which becomes the 

reason to fight is the marriage between a Brahmin bride and a Cobbler bridegroom. Karnad has compared that with Mandal 

and Mandir conflicts[26]. At that time modern Indian society was reeling under Mandal and Mandir when the Mandir and 

the Mandal movements were beginning to show again how relevant the questions posed by these thinkers were for our age. 

The horror of subsequent events and the religious fanaticism that has gripped our national life today have only proved how 

dangerous it is to ignore the solutions they offered”.  

CONCLUSIONS 

In above mentioned all the plays, first Karnad has tried to show a picture of society and from every single play, he 

raised a voice on some problem regarding society which is quite important to be discussed. India is a country which is very 

rich in culture because India is decorated with different casts, religions and languages. Karnad has not only presented 

society and social values very prestigiously, but also presented a picture of society which is needed to be required for the 

welfare of human being. Each and every society has some positive and some negative qualities, but as a literary figure, it is 

a duty of a dramatist to do something in the field that a new form of society is to be created in which that society is free 

from all of its flaws.  
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